
READY FOR 
A COMEBACK

Jason Matocha, Jamie Voegeli and P.J. Robinson, 
T.D. Williamson, USA, address the challenges 

involved in reactivating an international 
pipeline and how they can 

be overcome.

I f only reactivating a pipeline were as 
easy as rebooting an electronic device – 
unplug it or hold a button down for a few 
seconds, and you are back in business. 

The stakes are much higher when it comes to 
bringing a pipeline back into service, and there 
is nothing simple about it. Ensuring integrity 
and safety before reinstatement is a complex, 
time-consuming and costly operation. At the 
very least, it requires cleaning, inspection to 
identify integrity threats, repairs (if needed) 
and hydrostatic testing to confirm pressure 
strength and reliability. Even with those tasks 
under control, other factors can complicate 
the process or create additional planning. 

Case study: USA and Mexico
When market conditions changed, an operator 
decided to reinstate a former liquefied 

petroleum gas (LPG) pipeline between the US 
and Mexico to transport diesel. 

Making sure the 8 in. line was ready to 
be placed back into service included pigging 
and inline inspection (ILI), but it took more 
than that. Because the pipeline crossed an 
international border, the project also meant 
overcoming possible logistical issues, as well as 
a potential language barrier. 

With work sites in both countries, the 
operator needed seamless co-ordination. A 
delay on one end could completely derail the 
entire project schedule. 

The operator required an integrated 
response – not just pipeline expertise, but also 
strategically located teams and technology, 
and experience with cross-border regulatory, 
security and technical issues. With a history 
of providing pipeline services for operators 



from locations around the world, including Mexico, global 
solutions provider T.D. Williamson (TDW) was a good fit. 

The company developed a progressive pigging plan to 
ensure the pipeline would be clean enough to capture and 
return accurate ILI data, followed by ILI using combined 
magnetic flux leakage (MFL) and deformation (DEF) 
technology. By efficiently mobilising cleaning pigs from its 
Tulsa, Oklahoma (US) facilities and ILI equipment from its 
Houston (US) solutions centre, TDW reduced transportation 
time and expense, and ensured technology was in place 
exactly when needed.

Also, because TDW’s Mexican team members were 
well-acquainted with the hazards of the border area, they 
were able to develop a security plan to minimise risk. 
With bilingual team members on both the US and Mexican 
sides, there was less chance of something getting lost in 
translation.

Proper abandonment facilitates restart
Pipelines are taken out of operation for a number of reasons, 
including when changing markets make capacity unnecessary. 

They can also be safely and successfully reactivated as 
circumstances evolve. For the most part, after cleaning and 
integrity assessment, a pipeline can be returned to service 
and expected to perform according to design requirements.

In this case, both the decision to remove the pipeline 
from service and to bring it back a decade later – but this 
time, transporting a different product – reflected the market 
conditions in Mexico. The 8 in. pipeline was installed in 2003 
to transport LPG the 17 km (10.6 miles) from Laredo, Texas 
(US) to a storage facility in Nuevo Laredo, Mexico. 

Historically, Mexico has been a major LPG consumer; at 
one time, it was the third largest in the world. After peaking 
in 2000, however, consumption began to slide, particularly as 
the manufacturing sector began to adopt new feedstocks. In 
2008, the operator took the line out of service.

Although operators often use terms like ‘idled’ or 
‘inactive’ to describe pipelines that are not in operation, the 
US Department of Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous 
Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) advised in 2016 
that neither term is recognised by law. A pipeline is either 
active and subject to all parts of the safety regulations, or 

abandoned, the agency said. 
Occasionally, pipelines are shut down while they 

still contain hazardous liquids or gas but are isolated 
from other pipeline segments, usually by closing 
the mainline valves. Even though unused, PHMSA 
considers these pipelines active and they have to be 
maintained as such. 

Fortunately, the pipeline in question had been 
properly abandoned, meaning that when it was taken 
out of service in 2008, it was purged of hydrocarbons 
and did not present a threat to people, property or 
the environment. 

With an increase in diesel demand from one of the 
operator’s business units, reinstating the pipeline to 
carry the fuel from Texas to Mexico made economic 
sense and would enable the operator to capitalise 
on an emerging opportunity. But first, it had to meet 
stringent integrity management standards. 

To prepare the pipeline to safely transport as 
much as 24 000 bpd of diesel and other petroleum 
products, TDW used progressive pigging to clean the 
line in preparation for ILI, inspected for anomalies 
using MFL+DEF technology, and developed hydrotest 
procedures to be implemented by another contractor. 

Progressive pigging enables inspection
Pipeline cleaning serves multiple purposes. By 
removing deposits, pigging can improve flow 
efficiency, extend the pipeline’s life and protect 
downstream equipment. It also plays an essential role 
in preparing the pipeline for inspection.

When dirt, paraffin and other debris remain in 
the line, it can prevent the ILI tool’s sensors from 
contacting the pipe wall – known as ‘sensor lift-off’ 
– and results in degraded data. The only option then 
is to repeat the ILI tool run, an expensive and time-
consuming proposition. On the other hand, when the 

Figure 1. Debris post-cleaning run. Cleaning pig with discs, cups and 
brushes.

Figure 2. Debris post-cleaning run. Same cleaning configuration as the 
first pig but run afterward. Less debris on this pig.  
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pipeline is cleaned to predetermined standards, it increases 
the likelihood of the inspection tool returning high quality 
data the first time. 

Although this pipeline was purged and cleaned before 
it was taken out of operation a decade earlier, and neither 
the operator nor TDW expected to find a build-up of 
debris, no one was willing to take any chances. To ensure 
conditions along the pipe wall were suitable for an accurate 
inspection, TDW developed a customised progressive 
pigging plan. 

Progressive pigging – running a series of increasingly 
aggressive cleaning pigs in a pipeline segment until cleaning 
specifications are met – is, in fact, the recommended 
practice for pre-ILI cleaning for all pipelines. The process 
typically begins with a pig made of urethane foam that is 
used to prove the pipeline is piggable. With each additional 
run, a more aggressive pig is set into action. The series is 
highly variable and there is no standard progressive pigging 
programme: pipeline conditions determine the types of pigs 
to be used and the number of runs depends on cleanliness 
requirements.

In this case, the progressive pigging plan included 
five 8 in. cleaning or gauging tools, each run once from 
the launcher in Nuevo Laredo to the receiver in Laredo. 
All cleaning pigs were propelled with a 1100 ft3/min. air 
compressor.

Polyurethane high-density foam pig
When little pipeline history is available, these are 
good first-entry pigs: they can negotiate very large line 
restrictions, and will not block the pipeline where large 
amounts of debris exist. 

Disc and cup pig
These tools remove and loosen pipeline particulates and 
hydrocarbons prior to more aggressive pipe wall cleaning.

Disc and cup brush pig
By aggressively removing soft, gummy internal deposits, this 
pig prepares the pipe wall for ILI.

Disc and cup magnet pig
Another step in ILI preparation, this pig removes ferrous 
material from inside the pipe.

Cup disc cup gauge pig
This ensures there are no bore restrictions that would 
prevent the safe passage of the ILI tool.

Inspection provides insight into integrity
After the pipeline met the operator’s cleaning standard, 
TDW performed ILI using its MFL+DEF technology. The 
combined tool detects and produces accurate data about 
pitting, general corrosion and interacting threats such 
as dents with metal loss in a single run, saving operators 
time and money. Specifically, the high resolution MFL tool 
identifies volumetric corrosion features while the DEF 
tool detects minute bore reductions – including dents, 
expansions, ovalities and misalignments. DEF technology is 
designed to measure expansion as small as 0.5% of a pipe’s 
nominal outer diameter, and has demonstrated a 0.15% 
sizing accuracy.

The 8 in. MFL+DEF tool was propelled by water from 
Laredo to Nuevo Laredo during its approximately four hour 
run. Once the inspection tool was received, the water 

remained in the pipeline and was used to 
complete the operator’s hydrostatic testing. 
Experts at the TDW global pipeline integrity 
solutions centre in Salt Lake City (US) 
analysed the ILI tool data and expedited a 
preliminary report to the customer; the final 
report was ready within 30 days. 

By working with TDW, the operator 
could be confident that their pipeline was 
ready to resume transporting product, 
and do it safely. Through comprehensive 
planning on both sides of the border, 
TDW ensured the project would meet 
all regulatory requirements, technical 
criteria, and personnel and asset security 
standards. Progressive pigging cleaned the 
pipe wall so ILI equipment could capture 
accurate data about conditions, and the 
use of a combined MFL+DEF tool provided 
inspection information in a single, resource-
saving run.

Today, the pipeline is operational. 
Although it took considerably more work 
than booting up a computer or smartphone, 
the results were similar: a fresh start and fit-
for-service performance. 

Figure 3. Preparing the tool launch site. The pipeline was filled with water for 
the inspection run and hydrotesting.
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